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The Better Buildings Partnership (“BBP” or “Partnership”) recognises the importance of waste 

as a material resource with value to business (both tenants and building owners) due to its 
environmental and economic impacts. Material selection and removal in the design and stripout 

of commercial premises is an area of opportunity for better management, measurement and outcomes.

The Partnership has created the BBP Stripout Waste Guidelines (“the Guidelines”) with the intention 
of improving the outcomes of material from commercial stripouts, as part of its broader market 
transformation work that supports moving the industry forward, together, and achieving the Sustainable 
Sydney 2030 goals. 

The Partnership’s refurbishment work began in 2012 and is a long-term strategic area of focus. The 
Guidelines are a key point for defining stripout best practice for more sustainable refurbishment.

The Guidelines and associated case studies were developed with the expertise and cooperation of 
members of the Better Buildings Partnership Stripout Waste Technical Working Group, industry specialists 
and building managers, including from Edge Environment, Demolition Plus, Built, GPT Group, DEXUS, 
Good360 and Buildcorp.

The BBP would like to thank them for their expertise and assistance in the development of the Guidelines. 
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The material in this publication is made available by the Better Buildings Partnership as an information guide only and is not a substitute for 
legal advice.

The Better Buildings Partnership disclaims all liability (including, without limitation, liability in negligence) for any expenses, losses, damages or 
costs the reader or any relevant third party may incur as a result of reliance upon the information contained in this publication.

The Better Buildings Partnership makes no warranty or representation regarding the accuracy or suitability for any purpose, of the information 
contained in this publication. The reader should verify all relevant statements and information contained in this publication.

For more information visit: http://betterbuildingspartnership.com.au
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about the better buildings 
partnership

The BBP focuses its efforts on intractable and systemic 
industry issues and seeks to identify a high water mark 
of best practice capable of delivering a step-change in 
performance on a particular issue. 

Whilst the exact delivery method is designed for each issue, 
projects are generally moved from identification to delivery 
using a series of maturation levels. This process is not always 
direct and linear, as different issues may require an iterative 
looping of key areas to achieve the long-term objectives.

The Better Buildings Partnership is a leading collaboration 
of property owners, managers and influencers that work 
to improve the performance and sustainability of existing 
buildings in the City of Sydney and across Australia. 

The BBP affects broad market transformation on issues 
difficult to champion by individual companies acting alone. 
Our work has seen significant progress on issues as diverse 
as best practice leasing and operational waste to green 
infrastructure and waste from commercial fitouts.

How the BBP works

scaling 
sustainability

engaging 
industry 
and government

benchmarking 
progress

transforming 
markets
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PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

GAP ANALYSIS

DEFINING BEST PRACTICE

ITERATIVE CO-CREATION

IMPLEMENTING BEST PRACTICE

BENCHMARK PROGRESS

TRANSITION TO STANDARD 
PRACTICE

The Partnership defines the problem and the particular barriers 
to improved performance with a diverse cross-section of 
relevant stakeholders.

The Partnership leverages its experience and current practices to 
collect and promote existing best practice and identify issues and 
missing links. 

The Partnership defines ideal industry best practice and where it 
currently exists, whether in its own practices, its supply chain, or 
others locally and globally.

The Partnership works with its members and external stakeholders 
to co-create, fill the gaps and sense-check best practice guidelines 
and standards defined.

The members of the Partnership pilot the best practice guidelines 
and standards in their own organisations, to embed best practice 
and identify minor modifications.

The Partnership creates systems for monitoring and 
benchmarking uptake of its best practice works in its membership 
and the industry.

The Partnership works with industry bodies, government and other 
appropriate organisations to embed its work into existing tools and 
systems for broader uptake and servicing.

BBP delivery method
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What these Guidelines are
Drawing on its extensive expertise and that of its partners 
and suppliers, the BBP has developed the BBP Stripout 
Waste Guidelines (“the Guidelines”) to assist tenants, 
building owners and contractors in the procurement and 
execution of best practice stripout operations. 

The Guidelines provide practical tools for beginning the 
journey to best practice in implementing stripout processes 
that incentivise better resource recovery and suggestions 
for specific approaches and targets for demonstrating 
best practice. 

The Guidelines include templates for gathering 
comprehensive data to inform decision-making and enable 
a market of resource recovery in the long-term.

The Guidelines establish and refer to materials as resources 
in a hierarchy. Figure 1 below describes the possible recovery 
streams before material becomes waste in landfill. Landfill is 
the final, and least desirable, outcome for any material.

Figure 1

A robust stripout resource recovery system requires 
strong contracting, clear pathways for materials, a shared 
understanding of responsibilities, allocation of risk, and 
health and safety obligations.

The Better Buildings Partnership (“BBP”) is committed 
to continuous improvement in the management of waste 
generated through the stripout of commercial buildings. 
In research conducted for the Partnership by the Institute of 
Sustainable Futures, it was recommended the BBP address 
the pressing need to improve industry understanding of 
best practice and provide guidance on the where and how 
of waste reduction and material recovery.1

The BBP Stripout Guidelines establish the initial definition of 
best practice in procurement, management and reporting 
of stripout waste, with a view to evolve this best practice and 
the tools used for implementation into the future.

The BBP hopes that by collaborating as an industry we can 
drive better waste management standards, improve industry 
data and benchmarking, and create positive recovery 
incentives through the contracting process. These outcomes 
will lead to waste reduction and improved resource recovery 
and reuse in the sector. Waste is a resource and the stronger 
this sector becomes, the more valuable this resource will be. 
The BBP hopes to see the term “resource” become the norm 
throughout the industry when referring to “waste”.

1  Wilmot, K., McGee, C. and Milne, G., Market Research: Tenancy 
Fitout Material Procurement Attitudes and Practices; report 
prepared by the Institute for Sustainable Futures, University 
of Technology, Sydney, for Better Buildings Partnership. (June 
2014).Retrieved from www.betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/
resource/market-research-tenancy-fitout-material-procurement-
attitudes-and-practices-uts-institute-of-sustainable-futures- 
for-bbp/

executive summary 

RE-USE
RE-SELL

RE-PURPOSE

RE-PROCESS
RE-CYCLE

REDUCE

REUSE

RECYCLE

RECOVER

WASTE
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What these Guidelines are not
Given the complexity of the overall process, the Guidelines 
are not a comprehensive guide to stripout. However, they are 
intended to assist the delivery of environmental outcomes 
within it. 

The Guidelines do not set out the only method of achieving 
best practice environmental outcomes in stripouts. The 
context, drivers and unique circumstances for each location 
and business will dictate the method for that organisation. 
These should be considered when applying the Guidelines to 
your processes.   

The Guidelines do not provide guidance on procurement of 
office materials. The way that office materials are procured 
will influence their treatment at end of life, such as being 
built for disassembly, items destined for take back, stripout 
as a service, and procuring pre-used items. 

The Guidelines do not provide comprehensive guidance 
on the design or specification of pre-used materials. If 
parties are committed to maximising resource recovery and 
instilling the principles of industrial ecology in business, they 
must also be prepared to design in, specify and purchase 
pre-used goods. High volumes of pre-used goods can be 
refurbished and warranted by third parties and parcelled in 
design-conscious refits for a lower cost per square metre. 
Furthermore, retaining and enabling the procurement of 
pre-used items in stripout specifications will ensure longevity 
and success for material recovery markets and support 
local economies.
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Role Concern Guidance Ref

CEO, Fund 
Manager, 
Investment 
Manager

Embedding stripout waste recovery targets 
and best practice in contracts

Follow Principle Requirements clauses 2a/2b

Cost of setting recovery targets of 60% 
or higher 

GMT case study where no additional cost was 
incurred to meet 60% recovery

1e/1f

Calculating potential environmental outcomes Use emissions calculator for avoided landfill 5g

Reputation/evidencing CSR outcomes The Close Out Report can assist you evidence 
CSR outcomes

4e

 Tenant, Tenant 
Representative, 
Project Manager

Preparing for an upcoming stripout/
refurbishment

Refer to Inventory Template and start 
classifying your resources

3e

Mapping out destinations for stripout 
resources

Visit the Resource Recovery Facility Directory 3i

Understanding waste acceptance 
requirements in recovery facilities 

Contact Resource Recovery Facilities and 
clarify acceptance requirements

3i

Preparing for site access by material 
reprocessors, and other third parties or non-
core personnel

Use the Site Access Email Template, and 
coordinate site access

3c

Head Contractor 
or a Demolition 
Contractor

Complying with or assigning stripout waste 
recovery targets

Assign requirements as in Principal 
Requirements Clause 

2b

Creating an inventory of materials by 
recovery path

Use the Recovery Stream Guide 3f

Disposal of waste by recovery path Refer to the Resource Recovery Facility 
Directory

3i

Reporting and evidencing waste recovery 
outcomes 

Use the BBP Waste Management Report 
Template

4a/4c

Site Manager Preparing for selling or gifting furniture; 
disassembling with care 

Understand processes mentioned in the on-
site processes section

3d

Organising on-site access for external parties 
(material reprocessors, expert auditors, etc.)

Use the Site Access Email Template, and 
coordinate site access

3c

Coordinating storage for overnight removals Understand processes mentioned in the 
on-site processes section and prepare 
accordingly

3h/3d

Organising waste streams in accordance to 
destination and acceptance criteria

Contact Resource Recovery Facilities and 
clarify acceptance requirements

3i

Risk Manager 
(owner or other 
site-controlling 
entity)

Preparing for site access by material 
reprocessors, expert auditors, etc.

Use the Site Access Email Template, and 
coordinate site access

3c

Determining insurance coverage of non-core 
staff while on-site

Use the Site Access Email Template, and 
clarify insurance coverage

3c

Resource 
Recovery Facility 
Operator

Inform future customers of contact details, 
acceptance criteria and commercial terms

Go to the Resource Recovery Facility 
Directory and contact the BBP secretariat for 
updates

3i

Facilitate customer reporting needs Refer to the Waste Management Report 4a/4c

quick guide by project role
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10 steps to good practice

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Set a target diversion rate 
of at least 60% and consider 
targeting higher.

Agree early on the conditions of 
the make good settlement.

Create an inventory and code by 
resource recovery pathway.

Review contamination thresholds 
of resource receivers.

Prepare for stripout.

Arrange site access and material 
removal by third parties.

Ensure demolition contractors are 
briefed and resourced for stream 
separation and careful disassembly.

Remove items by stream and store 
or dispose of separately.

Conduct regular compliance and 
contamination checks and report.

Ensure use of pre-used items 
in refit.

Set a target diversion rate of at least 60% in your internal 
processes and your contracts, and consider setting this target 
higher based on your organisation’s external commitments and 
circumstances (2a/2b).

Agree on the conditions and timeline of the make good settlement 
6–9 months prior to lease end. Determine responsibility for the 
removal of fixed and loose furniture and allocate responsibility for 
optimising reuse (See the BBP Model Lease Clauses2).

Ensure visibility of inventory and coding through the entire stripout 
process. Use “reuse, recycle, recover, waste” (3f).

Understand load acceptance criteria by resource receivers (see 3i 
for a Sydney-based Resource Recovery Facility Directory).

Prepare by educating all relevant staff on targets, streams and 
materials acceptance compliance. This can include the outgoing 
tenant, the asset manager, building managers and contractors.

Arrange site access and material removal by third parties with 
appropriate induction of on-site procedures and insurances. Use 
the email template to prep the site controller (3c/3d).

Use the principal requirements to ensure this is included in the 
contract (2b).

Remove items by stream and store or dispose of separately 
according to the material composition of the site, the building’s 
context, timing considerations and the needs of the receiver (3h).

Conduct regular compliance and contamination checks and use 
the documentary evidence log and evidence criteria datasheet to 
track this (4d).

Ensure and specify in contractual documents (such as the 
fitout guide requirements on tenancy design) that the refit 
should include pre-used items where possible (such as when 
recommissioning floor or ceiling tiles) (2b).
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1a. Scale of the opportunity
Better Buildings Partnership research shows that stripout 
works during office refurbishment creates 63 tonnes of 
waste per 1000 m².3 This rate of generation is consistent 
with that found in other international studies, such as in 
the UK where 6.2 tonnes are generated per 100 m².4 With 
10 per cent of CBD leases renewed each year, this means 
around 25,000 tonnes of waste are generated every year in 
Sydney’s CBD alone, with only 18 per cent recycled and 2 per 
cent reused in normal practice, despite the materials being 
predictable in composition and supply, and inherently high 
in value. 

Commissioned in 2014, a BBP foundation report on stripout 
waste indicated that waste is most commonly composed 
of plasterboard, carpet, ceiling tiles, glass, metals and 
furniture.5 It indicated that many of these materials have 
existing or emerging diversion pathways which are 
currently unknown or underutilised by industry because of 
time, cost or logistics. This is a missed opportunity. With 
careful separation and aggregation, materials can have a 
viable second life in another tenancy or be reprocessed 
into something new, creating business opportunities and 
jobs in the local economy, while significantly improving 
environmental outcomes and avoiding landfill and 
its expense.

3 Governor Macquarie Tower stripout trial report. (4 May 2015).
Retrieved from www.betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/
resource/4446/

4 Opportunities to take action on refurbishment. (n.d.). Retrieved 
from www.wrap.org.uk/node/19617

5 BBP releases market research for commercial fitout waste. 
(10 June 2014). Retrieved from www.betterbuildings 
partnership.com.au/bbp-releases-fitout-market-research/

1. introduction

Opportunities to take action on resource efficiency in refurbishment and fit-out projects 22

The Site Waste Management Plan 
 (SWMP) Lite is a simplified version of 
 the original WRAP SWMP tool which 
 has been updated specifically for 
 refurbishment and fit-out projects.

In addition to better management of   
site waste, this new tool will help you  
 to benefit from re-use and recovery and 
 resource optimisation on your project. 
 The guidance includes example projects 
 to help you develop your own waste 
 management plan.  

According to our 2014 construction 
 benchmarks: 

 ■ An office fit-out project produces
 6.2 tonnes / 100m2. 

 ■ A retail refurbishment project 
 produces 4.2 tonnes / 100m2.  

SWMP Lite 

The SWMP Lite tool is ideal for smaller scale 
 projects such as re-fit and fit-out contracts which 
 have less space and time. 

Find out more about SWMP Lite 

Acknowledgements Further 
information 

Introduction Components 
of resource 
efficiency

Resource efficiency  
in action

Managing resource 
efficiency

Surveying Design for resource efficiency SWMP Lite Materials logistics planning

The business 
case

Materials 
and carbon

8

7

6

5

4

to
nn
es

Refurbishment Fit-out

3

Retail Office Retail Office

2

1

0

tonnes / 100m2

tonnes / £100k

Source: WRAP’s average benchmark figures.

Retail and office:
Fit-out and refurbishment waste.
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The composition of refurbishment waste is similar to 
construction and demolition waste, as it includes plaster, 
masonry, timber, metals and glass. However, refurbishment 
waste may also include more engineered timbers from 
furniture and a greater diversity of compound materials 
such as partitions, appliances and e-waste that have 
less established recovery pathways than traditional 
C&D materials.

Office refurbishment projects are often smaller in scale 
than construction and demolition jobs, which can result in 
waste being treated as mixed loads rather than stream-
separated recovery. 

Measuring and recovering refurbishment waste is further 
complicated because the responsibility for materials 
rests with multiple parties through the process – first 
tenants, then building owners, and ultimately builders and 
demolition contractors. 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has set a 
NSW target of 80 per cent recovery for C&D waste by 
2020.7 Australian C&D recycling rates in 2013 were nearly 
66 per cent.8  

Thus, to deliver and exceed this target, it is important that 
the industry improves its ability to track and consistently 
report on materials recovery from refurbishment projects, 
and from stripout in particular. 

International evidence tells us that a recycling rate of 80 
per cent or more in Construction and Demolition waste is 
achievable, and thus has been noted as the most essential 
clause in the principal requirement (2b).

 

6 National waste stream profiles. (n.d.).Retrieved from  
www.environment.gov.au/topics/environment-protection/nwp/
reporting/national-waste-stream#a1

7 National waste stream profiles. (n.d.).Retrieved from  
www.environment.gov.au/topics/environment-protection/nwp/
reporting/national-waste-stream#a1

8 NSW Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Strategy 2014–21. 
(n.d.).

1b.  Barriers to measurement
Refurbishment waste has previously been difficult to classify 
and quantify. The current national definition is: 

“Construction and demolition (C&D) waste refers to 
waste produced by demolition and building activities, 
including road and rail construction and maintenance and 
excavation of land associated with construction activities. 
The C&D waste stream usually covers only some of the 
generation, disposal and recycling of C&D wastes, as 
these materials can also be found in the municipal waste 
(MSW) and commercial and industrial (C&I) streams, or 
as hazardous wastes”.6 

As a rule of thumb, C&D is typically waste which arrives at a 
facility in a skip load as opposed to a front or rear-load truck. 

International policy and instruments 
promoting C&D waste and recycling
Europe
The European Commission’s Waste Framework 
Directive (WFD) states that by 2020 reuse, recycling 
and other material recovery shall be increased to a 
minimum of 70% by weight.

Ireland
Ireland’s national waste policy requires at least 85% 
recycling of C&D waste by 2013. 

England
In England, Site Waste Management Plans have been 
the main driver for reducing C&D waste to landfill 
since their introduction in 2008. C&D recycling rates 
are currently around 70%. 

Germany
In Germany the Commercial Wastes Ordinance was 
enacted in 2003 which requires all wood waste to be 
either recycled or used to generate energy (energy 
from waste), and bans wood waste from landfill. 
Currently more than 86% of C&D waste is recovered 
in Germany. 

Netherlands
Almost all C&D waste is currently recycled in the 
Netherlands at a 98% rate. Thanks to the following 
policy instruments:

n   Landfill bans on combustible materials
n  Reuse targets 
n  Recycling targets
n  Landfill tax.
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responsibility to return the space back to showroom status 
after lease end. Title or ownership of the goods noted in the 
make good agreement passes from tenant to owner on the 
date noted in the agreement, which is usually at the point of 
lease end. 

After the building owner retakes control of the site from 
the tenant, they engage a builder to stripout and refurbish 
the space. Once this contract has been signed for the 
refurbishment works, the builder takes control of the 
site until the works are completed. The builder will often 
engage a specialist stripout or demolition contractor to 
manage the removal of materials from the site in a safe and 
timely manner.

When all refurbishment works are complete, the site is 
handed back to the building owner. 

1c.  Understanding transition of title and 
make good
Commercial contracts for a space govern the ownership and 
transition of title of the fitout and its contents. The tenant has 
ownership of the furnishings, partitions and plant located 
within the tenancy during the lease.

At the end of the lease, the tenant must typically make good 
the space – i.e. return it to the condition in which it was first 
leased. This involves stripping it back to showroom status – 
entirely empty with fresh paint and clean carpet, and ready 
for releasing. Instead of undertaking this process, many 
tenants choose to negotiate a make good agreement with 
the landlord whereby the obligation is paid out with a cash 
settlement. In this instance, the tenant and building owner 
agree what will be left behind, and the building owner takes 

Overview of site control and transition of title of tenancy content
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1d. Role of the tenant and their 
service provider
End of life
Of all the parties in the process, the tenant has the longest 
lead time to prepare for the transition from one tenancy 
to another. The comparatively longer lead time of tenants 
and their service providers (as compared with others 
downstream in the process) can be highly effective in 
maximising opportunities for materials reuse, for example 
within their next tenancy, rehoming through their influence 
network; on-selling to third parties, or gifting to the 
charity sector, which results in strong Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) outcomes. 

While downstream parties are well placed to maximise 
diversion through reprocessing, recycling or energy 
recovery, maximising reuse is the best possible outcome 
for the environment.

Specialist design agencies can help to retain furniture and 
fittings from previous tenancies and refurbish and modernise 
them for the new tenancy; saving money while delivering a 
quality design outcome. These companies are able to test 
and rewarrant goods for Work, Health and Safety (WHS) 
and make the goods fit for purpose to ensure compliance 
with any design specifications. Reused materials also have 
the benefit of being low in volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) and are better for occupants’ health, leading to 
high scores in Green Star Interiors credits and supporting 
NABERS Indoor Environment ratings.

The creation, maintenance and communication of an up-to-
date materials inventory, shared in good faith with all parties, 
enables better outcomes; more accurate pricing and labour 
estimation by builders, designers and demo contractors; and 
creates a longer lead time for resource recovery across the 
entire process. This is a principal requirement for stripout 
operations (2b).

To maximise the potential for office stripout resource 
recovery, clear recognition is needed of which party to refer 
to at each stage in the transition process and to whom any 
benefit should be ascribed.

n   Before entering any make good arrangements, the 
responsibility for rehoming or disposing of goods within 
a commercial office tenancy is with the tenant. In many 
instances, the tenant will make the first decision about 
what to keep and may dispose of unwanted items. The 
tenant will receive the benefit and value of this material 
diversion. Rehoming and reuse is most achievable at this 
stage in the process.

n   When make good occurs, the title of all the remaining 
goods on-site is exchanged for an agreed value per square 
meter on an agreed date. For the purposes of resource 
recovery, the responsibility for goods should be assigned 
to the party with the best ability to recover material. 
With the exception of large organisations managing 
multiple tenancies, building owners that undertake regular 
refurbishment works are likely to have more contemporary 
knowledge of recovery potential than a tenant who moves 
only once every ten years. 

n   A detailed inventory of materials should be made by the 
tenant and shared as early as possible, noting proposed 
dates of transition of title. Some organisations require 
their tenants to complete a make good report, where this 
inventory requirement could be integrated. Once make 
good is agreed, tenants should make their inventory 
available to owners in good faith to enable a maximum 
time for goods to be recovered. However, once the make 
good settlement is agreed, both the risk and reward for 
recovery is assumed by the final title-holding entity. 

n   After the date noted in the make good settlement, title 
of the goods passes to the building owner, who may, in 
theory, continue to recover value from these items. 

n   In reality, the owner usually passes over control of the 
site quickly and all remaining items therein to the builder 
to refurbish the space and return it to a showroom 
for reletting. 

n   The builder invariably passes ownership of remaining 
items onto the demolition contractor to appropriately 
dispose of the remainder, while avoiding as much landfill 
as possible. The demolition contractor will make a quote 
based on the labour required plus disposal costs. They 
may also seek to further maximise recovery and minimise 
landfill costs at their own risk and reward. 
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1f. Proving it’s possible – GMT case study
GMT trial – fast facts 
n   9503 sqm net lettable area across 8 floors

n   891.56 tonnes of waste removed from the site (see 
Figure 2 below for this breakdown of waste composition):

n   60% of the total waste (536.22 tonnes) was recycled.

n   1% of the total waste (9.5 tonnes) was reused.

n   39% of the total waste (345.84 tonnes) was disposed 
at landfill.

Figure 2

Start of life
Tenants can also support a reuse economy by choosing to 
lease their next tenancy with a fitout package included by 
their new landlord.

Tenant representatives and/or change management teams 
are used by many tenants when searching for new premises 
and planning their departure from the building they occupy. 
Change management teams (or change consultants or office 
relocation services) provide project management services 
to make the transition to the new space for the tenants, as 
well as taking carriage of organisational management issues 
with the intention of minimising downtime and cost for the 
tenant organisation. 

With a clear mandate to maximise materials retention and 
reuse, these companies can strongly support environmental 
outcomes for the project.

1e. Contracting stripout works
Stripout works commence following the completion of 
the tenant lease and transition of site from owner to head 
building contractor; however, the contracting of these works 
often occurs prior to lease end. 

Building refurbishment procurement practice has evolved to 
eradicate risk, minimise timelines and maximise efficiency, 
often inadvertently limiting any resource recovery and reuse. 
Small changes to procurement during the Request For 
Quotation (RFQ) stage can balance the need for timeliness, 
safety and efficiency with improved resource recovery. For 
example, allowing extra time for improved recovery and 
clearly articulating expectations of demolition contractors 
can increase and incentivise recovery. By exchanging 
additional labour cost for reduced landfill cost, it is possible 
to create a net equal financial position for the client and 
contractor while creating more jobs.

BBP has evidenced improvements as a result of better 
contracting works, and is now seeking to ensure these 
changes become standard practice. 

Furniture 1%

Metals 20%

Glass 7%

Gypsum 
Board 16%

Hard Fill 17%

Loose Furniture 17%
Cabinetry 17%
Carpet 2%
Ceiling Tiles 2%
Other 1%

Dacron Insulation 0%

Landfill 39%
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materials in the project”.11 In order to receive recognition, 
the GBCA requires that less than 0.35 tonnes of waste is 
generated per 100 m² of the fitout area. Points are generated 
on the following basis:

n   3 points = 1.6–2.5 kg/m² fitout area

n   1.5 points = 2.6–3.5 kg/m² fitout area

n   0 point = < 3.5 kg/m² fitout area.

Green Star Performance also awards up to two points based 
on the percentage of waste diverted from landfill from 
refurbishments. The diversion rate percentage is calculated 
based on the amount of recyclable and reusable materials 
divided by the total amount of material generated.12 Points 
are allocated on the following basis:

n   2 points = > 80% diversion rate

n   1 point = > 60% diversion rate.

These Guidelines and the associated toolsets are aligned 
with Green Star Interiors and Performance rating tools, and 
could be utilised as part of the evidence used to earn credits. 

As shown in the table on the next page, there are a number 
of credits that address efforts to minimise waste from 
stripout and the efficient use of materials. Please refer to the 
Green Star Submission Guidelines for further details.13

9 Edge Environment releases Governor Macquarie Tower 
strip out trial report. (4 May 2015). Retrieved from www.
betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/edge-environment-releases-
governor-macquarie-tower-trial-report/

10 Green Star – Green Building Council Australia (GBCA). (n.d.). 
Retrieved from www.gbca.org.au/green-star

11 The GBCA Online Store – Green Building Council Australia 
(GBCA). (n.d.).Retrieved from www.gbca.org.au/shop

12 The GBCA Online Store – Green Building Council Australia 
(GBCA). (n.d.).Retrieved from www.gbca.org.au/shop

13 The GBCA Online Store – Green Building Council Australia 
(GBCA). (n.d.).Retrieved from www.gbca.org.au/shop

In 2015, Edge Environment, in conjunction with BBP, 
compiled a case study for the stripout of Governor 
Macquarie Tower (GMT) in Sydney.9 This case study used 
the Guideline’s toolsets and reporting matrix to measure the 
material and record the destinations. 

The project focused on working with downstream and 
upstream suppliers and reprocessors to demonstrate 
the achievability of recovery rates over 60 per cent. This 
outcome was possible through:

n   Strategically planning the program of works to maximise 
removing materials (e.g. plasterboard before glass) by 
type to overcome on-site storage issues

n   Good on-site systems and processes for effective 
reporting and contamination management

n   Accountability and transparency in disposal for 
effective reporting

n   Commitments to increasing recycling from the building 
management to create the framework for improved 
environmental outcomes during stripout 

n   A timely and comprehensive inventory of remaining 
furniture items for charitable reuse or sale 

n   Cooperation from the building managers to allow third 
party non-core personnel to receive items and rehome 
them from the floor plate, as noted in the principal 
requirements (2b). 

1g. Industry ratings as triggers for action
Green Star10  is the Green Building Council of Australia’s 
(GBCA) sustainability rating system for the design and 
construction of buildings, fitouts and communities. As a 
well-established mark of sustainability nationwide, the new 
generation Green Star rating tools collectively consider the 
waste from stripout operations and highlight the importance 
of reuse and recovery. 

Green Star Interiors encourages reductions in the amount 
of stripout waste generated by awarding up to three points 
(on a sliding scale) in “Construction and Demolition Waste 
Credit”, which is “based on the amount of waste sent to 
landfill from all demolition, construction and packaging of 
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Green Star Rating Tool Credit

Green Star – Design & As Built Commitment to Performance

Sustainable Products

Construction and Demolition Waste

Green Star – Interiors Fitout Information

Commitment to Performance

Sustainable Products

Construction and Demolition Waste

Green Star – Performance Commitment to Performance

Waste from Refurbishments
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2a. Contracting stripout services
The single most important action when contracting 
stripout services is to clearly articulate a resource 
recovery target for the full defit of at least 60 per cent 
and aiming for higher depending on the circumstances 
of your organisation. 

Construction and demolition contracts are detailed and 
extensive documents that may already contain “best 
endeavours” for resource recovery. To aim for best 
endeavours, it is critical that contracts specify a measurable 
resource recovery target in the Principle Requirements that 
requires performance reporting. 

Some landlords structure incentives to meet desired 
outcomes, but this is a decision to be made by an individual 
business. Where effective contractual incentives exist, 
the contractors will implement downstream management 
processes that ensure a clean waste stream in order to 
extract maximum value from resource recovery. 

Incentives could include waiving time penalties for an 
achievement of a stretch target, or agreeing a fee at a certain 
recovery level and enabling the contractor to retain any 
additional value extracted from avoiding landfill over and 
above expectations. 

It is important to note that optimal resource recovery may 
take more time or cost from extra management, either in 
planning or on-site. By providing better information earlier, 
the impacts on the overall refurbishment project can be 
minimised by ensuring that the contractor can commence 
works with a well-informed resource recovery strategy. This 
strategy can also help to alleviate added resource costs 
through savings from avoiding landfill charges.

The Partnership anticipates that these added time and 
resource costs will reduce as industry uptake increases.

When contracting, key touchpoints for ensuring timely and 
best resource recovery include: 

n   Request for quotation/tender: A written scope of works 
including targets and detailed materials inventory, at this 
stage allows better recovery. The overall target can be 
costed in without the need for additional clauses. If this 
scope is unavailable, it may be appropriate to cost the 
contract assuming the usual per cent of landfill fees and 
incentivise the contractor to obtain additional value from 
improved resource recovery.

n   Principle Requirements: These form the basis of 
contracted services and will require respondents to build 
mechanisms to ensure delivery into the subsequent 
contract and project management documents.

n   Body of the contract: Contracts for stripout services vary 
based on the size and scope of the project, but most 
will include sections on targets and deliverables, waste 
management plans, time penalties, WHS and more. The 
expectations for resource recovery should be integrated 
across these as required.

n   Sub-contracts: Requirements and targets outlined within 
the head contract should pass through to relevant sub-
contracts. Sub-contractors should be issued with the 
materials inventory no less than seven days before the 
start of demolition works, if available

2. procurement
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7. Where feasible the client will engage with the exiting 
tenant for early access to the site and/or materials 
inventory (preferably 6–9 months) in good faith to 
maximise opportunities for material recovery.

8. The client shall provide sufficient access to the lifts, 
storage space, staging floors and dock access to enable 
on-site separation and management of material streams.

9. The contractor shall provide reasonable access to the 
site and/or loading dock by appropriately inducted third 
parties for the purposes of resource recovery.

10. The client preferences disassembly with care for 
salvageable materials.

11.  Where there are concerns targets might not be 
achieved due to the composition or materials in the 
tenancy, the contractor will explain variances from the 
targets and will propose a resource recovery target and 
recommendations for improvement with the next works.

12. The client preferences responses to tender that include 
services to be delivered by a social enterprise.

13. The client preferences specification of suitable reused or 
refurbished goods over new goods.

2b. Principle requirements 
ESSENTIAL
1. The client seeks a resource recovery of not less than 

60 per cent with an aspirational target above this for 
the full fitout works. The contractor will maximise the 
resource recovery to contribute to this target.

SUPPORTING 
2. Resource recovery is defined as anything that is not 

landfill and uses the recovery hierarchy (Figure 1) to 
preference reuse or best use. Waste streams include 
glass, metals, ceiling tiles, carpet tiles, plastics, furniture 
and timber.

3. Regular waste management reports in an agreed format 
are to be maintained detailing materials by stream and 
weight and include information about whether the 
material was reused or recycled and at which facility. 
The use of the Waste Management Report Template (4a) 
can ensure these reports are completed consistently.

4. Regular updates of progress are to be included in 
management or coordination meetings for the contract. 
This can be done in a specific section on environmental 
outcomes or integrated as part of other sections of 
the meeting.

5. The client reserves the right to audit waste management 
reports at their discretion.

6. The client shall make available a detailed inventory of 
materials to be removed from the site, by stream, as early 
as possible (preferably 3–6 months) but not less than 
7 days before stripout is due to commence, if available.
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3a. Specifying the site controller 
The following table aims to help parties clarify who is responsible for resource recovery at each stage of the process. Each party 
should work in good faith with one another to share and maintain a materials inventory to assist maximum recovery.

Tenant/Tenant Services 
Manager Building Owner 

Builder/ 
Head Contractor Demolition Contractor

Date of site 
handover 

Contact name 

Contact company 

Contact position

Contact phone

Contact email 

This table, Specifying the Site Controller, can be found in the BBP Stripout Waste Guidelines – Resources Workbook (www.
betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/resource/stripout-waste-guidelines-procurement-systems-and-reporting).

3b. Roles and responsibilities 
A description of the roles and responsibilities of each entity and individual involved in the stripout process should be provided 
when establishing contracts. 

The section, on-site processes (3d), suggests operational responsibilities to be allocated to nominated parties. Making all parties 
aware of their responsibilities will help to ensure the sufficient provision of staff to undertake contracted activities such as: 
performance monitoring and reporting, rectifying contamination of stream-separated waste and WHS risk management. 

Task Who (contractor) Who (client) Tracking mechanism

Operation

–  Maintenance of materials inventory, as 
noted in the Principle Requirements (2b).

Project manager Asset manager Updated inventory 

Target tracking

–  Actual recovery vs. estimates 

Project manager Asset manager Regular waste management report

–  Audit of waste management report (data 
integrity and facility checks), as noted in 
the Principle Requirements (2b).

Closing summary report

Contamination manager 

–  Number of recycled material loads 
rejected by facility

Site supervisor Asset manager Regular waste management report

Third party site access manager 

–  Management of site access for resource 
recovery entities if necessary, as noted in 
the Principle Requirements (2b).

Site supervisor Head of HS&E Site access register and induction 
records

This table, Roles and Responsibilities, can be found in the BBP Stripout Waste Guidelines – Resources Workbook  
(www.betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/resource/stripout-waste-guidelines-procurement-systems-and-reporting).

3. management
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3c. Site access before and during stripout works by non-core personnel 
Any party seeking to access the work site for material diversion should refer to the on-site procedures of the site controller at 
that point in time, and will be held accountable by the WHS procedures and insurances of that entity, unless otherwise stated in 
writing. Non-core personnel might include materials reprocessors, expert auditors and others. 

The site controller should provide reasonable access to the site and/or loading docks for non-core personnel, where stripout 
works have not commenced or the site has been made safe. 

A brief building induction is generally required to facilitate this and personal protective equipment (PPE) may be supplied by the 
site controller. 

The following email template should provide the risk manager of the site-controlling entity with sufficient information to allow 
non-core personnel onto the site.

This email template can be found in the BBP Stripout Waste Guidelines – Resources Workbook (www.
betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/resource/stripout-waste-guidelines-procurement-systems-and-reporting).

To whom it may concern,

The purpose of this email is to request site access for the entity listed below to remove goods as listed below for the 
purposes of materials recovery.

This document is intended to include all relevant information to allow the site manager / risk manager of the site 
controller to make an informed decision about access.

Please indicate your approval by return email at your earliest convenience

*******************************************************************

Current site controller: <insert name of current site controller>

The site controller is: <delete as necessary> Building Manager/Contractor/Tenant

Until: <insert date>

Entity seeking access to site: <name of entity>

Date range of access sought: <insert date range>

Type of entity: <delete as necessary> Company/Social enterprise/Other 

ABN: <insert ABN>

Whilst on site they will be covered by <insert company> insurances

Insurance to the value of: <insert value>

Insurer: <insert name of insurer>

Entity will access the: <delete as necessary> Loading Dock/Floor Plate/Other/All

Name of entity team leader: <insert entity team leader name>

Contact information whilst on site: <insert contact details>

Approved to receive: <insert XXX tonnes/kg/unlimited> of material: <insert material type or delete as necessary 
eg glass/furniture/timber/plastics/e-waste/carpet/etc/any>
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n   Landlords can utilise the BBP Model Lease Clauses to 
include an access requirement to conduct the inventory 
with their staff or external resources in a specified time 
period before lease end. Clauses could also include a 
requirement for tenants to divert a certain amount or 
“maximise diversion” with any refurbishment works.

n   Landlords could also include the inventory in 
the requirements of the make good report the 
tenant completes. 

n   Tenants can use their tenant representatives or internal 
representatives to conduct the inventory.

n   There are emerging markets, services and applications 
for capturing these details in a more streamlined way. 
The BBP will continue to promote these services as they 
become available.

While not every detail of the materials is essential, depending 
on the recovery outcome, more information can increase 
the potential for successful recovery, eg. where recovery 
options include selling or gifting, more attention to detail is 
required for providing images, quantities and dimensions 
of available furniture (or material). The template below 
provides space for descriptions, images, quantities, locations 
(floor numbers) and dimensions or details. Consider listing 
similar items together, e.g. 50 x black credenza, 50 x 
white credenza.

Where goods are to be retained, resold or refurbished, 
warranties are available from specialist brokers to enable 
those goods to be reintroduced to the commercial office 
stripout market by specifiers.

Furniture (and material) inventories should be made 
available to the market as early as possible, and at least 
4–8 weeks prior to the commencement of demolition 
works, when they must be removed from site. BBP research 
indicates that in order to aim maximum material recovery, 
furniture inventory should be released 3–6 months prior 
to demolition.

A well-prepared and maintained inventory will help other 
downstream parties to assess the potential for diversion 
from landfill as noted as a principal requirement (2b). The 
inventory should include any items retained by the tenant. 
The amount of furniture (weight unit) accounted for in this 
inventory should be reflected in the Waste Management 
Report Template (4a) for accounting purposes.

3d. On-site processes
To maximise value from resource recovery, it is important to 
maintain a clean waste stream. This means careful planning, 
sequencing and storage of materials during stripout. For 
example, carpet tiles need to be taken out before any 
plasterboard to avoid cross-contamination which will render 
the carpet useless for reuse. 

It is essential that all on-site contractors can easily identify 
each resource stream to be separated, if possible, as per the 
materials inventory (3e/3f). For example, furniture may go 
to a number of different destinations for various purposes so 
should be stored separately. Appropriate training should be 
provided to all those with responsibility on a floor plate.

At a minimum, all site contractors should be aware of the 
following issues:

n   What waste streams are being recovered (materials 
inventory and recovery stream, 3e/3f)

n   Where and how to store them for efficiency and value 
retention, e.g. carpet tiles are to be stored protecting the 
textile side

n   What is the mode of disassembly, e.g. furniture destined 
for reuse will require disassembly with care and all screws 
attached, whereas furniture destined for energy from 
waste is often sledgehammered and placed into a skip bin 

n   How to safely handle and store materials

n   What is the sequence of removal of materials from the site 

n   Contamination issues and thresholds (3g-3i)

TREATMENT OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
The built environment can include a range of hazardous 
materials, from asbestos sheeting and fibres to lead-based 
paints, Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs), lamp ballasts 
and bulbs. These materials present a health risk to demolition 
crews, as well as creating environmental pollution. 

BBP expects that hazardous waste is dealt with according 
to industry standards to ensure that it is received by 
appropriate facilities rather than being sent to landfill. 

3e. Inventory 
The reuse of materials should be prioritised over any other 
end-of-life scenario. To facilitate this, the generation of an 
inventory is essential. This can be completed by a number of 
different stakeholders involved in the process, depending on 
when in the process it occurs. 
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It should be noted that the far-right column in the template below, recovery stream, correlates with recovery streams (3f) in the 
next section. Recovery streams (3f) will aid in determining what type of next-life stream for the material can be chosen. 

Expert auditors can undertake this inventory for you and discern between goods with manufacturer take-back schemes and 
furniture that can be reused or recycled. They can also provide up-to-date costings and the latest recovery options. 

Location Category Item
Item 
Description Quantity Image

Quality 
(optional)

Dimensions 
(HxWxD) 
(optional)

Unit 
Weight 
(optional)

Colour 
(optional)

Recovery 
Stream

7th Floor Furniture Desk model aq-13 500 units poor 100cm x 
150 cm x 
60 cm

50kg beige Reuse – 
furniture 
refurbish-
ment

5th Floor Furniture Desks model 54-fr 100 units good mix 100kg non-
laminated

Recycling

5th Floor Furniture Work-
stations 
& Tables

black tables 200 units fair mix 200kg mix Recovery 
– waste to 
stream

7th Floor Electronics Monitors model 3b-ff 25 units excellent 20cm x 
50cm x 
10cm

5kg white Reuse – 
product 
stewarship

5th Floor Electronics Monitors model df-54 5 units poor 20cm x 
50cm x 
10cm

5kg white Reuse – 
product 
stewarship

This template, Inventory, can be found in the BBP Stripout Waste Guidelines – Resources Workbook  
(www.betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/resource/stripout-waste-guidelines-procurement-systems-and-reporting).

It is worth noting that the GBCA’s Green Star Performance rating tool encourages the diversion of waste from landfill by 
awarding points under the ‘Waste from Refurbishments’ credit. Points are awarded based on the amount, as a function of 
weight, of recyclable and reusable materials divided by the total amount of material generated.14

14 The GBCA Online Store – Green Building Council Australia (GBCA). (n.d.).Retrieved from www.gbca.org.au/shop/
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3f. Recovery streams 
When creating a comprehensive materials inventory, materials should be classified by their recovery pathway. This can be 
achieved by numbering or colour coding, for ease of on-site operations during stripout.

Recovery stream Sub-category Typical materials Destination

Reuse

Product stewardship (returned 
to manufacturer)

Loose office furniture, ceiling 
tiles, carpet tiles, lighting, 
e-waste

Returned to respective 
manufacturers

Auction/sell Feature pieces, loose office 
furniture, appliances

Auctioneer or second-hand 
furniture retailer

Furniture refurbishment Loose office furniture Specialist contractors for 
refurbishment or social 
enterprises for resale, as noted in 
the Principle Requirements

Gifting Feature pieces, loose office 
furniture, appliances, packaging,

Various charities

Material retained by building 
owner or incoming tenant

Feature pieces, loose office 
furniture, branded material 
or items

Storage by client, refurbishment 
of new office or property

Recycle Recycling Plasterboard, glass, metals, 
ceiling tiles, carpet tiles, hard 
fill, untreated timber, insulation, 
some office furniture

Recycling facility or collected 
by intermediary for secondary 
sorting and reprocessing into 
new materials

Recover Energy Recovery from Waste15 Raw and engineered wood 
products, plastics

Waste to energy facilities to 
create bio-char and syngas, 
energy or a form of fuel 
(e.g. Processed Engineered Fuel 
– PEF)

Waste Landfill Residual items Storage for an indefinite period, 
polluting the environment

This Recovery Streams guide template can be found in the BBP Stripout Waste Guidelines – Resources Workbook  
(www.betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/resource/stripout-waste-guidelines-procurement-systems-and-reporting).

15 While the PEF pathway is available in NSW, Energy Recovery from Waste is not currently operational in NSW. However, there is significant 
interest and there will likely be future developments. 
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3h. On-site storage of materials 
When stripouts occur in occupied buildings, materials are 
typically removed overnight. This means access to storage 
space, lifts and loading docks is often constrained. Building 
managers and contractors can mitigate this challenge by:

1. Creating a secondary staging area (an unused space in 
the building like an untenanted floor).

2. Allocating additional car park spaces for overnight 
loading of goods (at least one space per stream).

The movement of materials to temporary storage areas 
overnight is a useful means of allowing reprocessors and 
charities access without affecting the procedure of stripout.

Materials that are appropriately put on pallets and delivered 
to the loading dock will ensure that storage requirements 
and traffic in the goods lift is minimised and assist timely 
removal of the materials from site.

3g. Contamination
Contamination management is vital for maximum resource 
recovery, as contamination can lead to the rejection of loads, 
compromise the quality of the recycled material output 
and at worst, cause damage to expensive facility plant 
and equipment.

If material does not pass facility gate checks due to 
contamination, it is generally required to go to landfill at 
the cost of the contractor. To avoid this, it is essential that 
the expectations of the reprocessors are clear and on-
site sorting is able to deliver materials within the required 
contamination thresholds. Site supervisors should have a 
good awareness of contamination issues that might result 
in load rejection at the facility and should conduct regular 
inspections to ensure compliance. 

See the Resource Recovery Facilities Directory (3i) for 
details of materials acceptance criteria and contamination 
thresholds by recovery stream.

The following methodology is proposed for on-site waste 
separation activities:

n   Use of the materials acceptance details described in 
the Resource Recovery Facility Directory to define how 
materials should be handled and stored

n   Inclusion of this information in site inductions and training 

n   Use of clearly signed on-site storage areas and instructions

n   Appointment of a Contamination Manager to be 
responsible for monitoring and checking separate loads 
after each work shift during demolition and also prior to 
removal from site 

n   Cleaning waste bins before and after use.
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3i. Resource Recovery Facility Directory 
The aim of the Resource Recovery Facility Directory (the Directory) is to provide a centralised source for confirmed destinations 
of recoverable materials in the Sydney metropolitan area. It includes:

n   Common recoverable materials from stripout

n   Reprocessors for that material with contact details, acceptance criteria and recovery rate

n   Indicative gate fees, noting that these are subject to change and individual negotiation.

Waste recovery streams vary as markets change and mature, and more options are becoming available every day. As such, it is 
proposed that the Resource Recovery Facility Directory will be updated annually.

The Directory is an online resource. A sample page from the Directory is shown here.

The Resource Recovery Facility Directory can be found in the BBP Stripout Waste Guidelines – Resources Workbook  
(www.betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/resource/stripout-waste-guidelines-procurement-systems-and-reporting).
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4. reporting

Effective resource management systems enable greater 
transparency and accountability, and assist in the 
optimisation of recovery rates. These systems include: 
resource management reports, recovery targets, simple 
on-site instructions, clearly identified responsible parties 
and key performance indicators to measure success.

Accurate reporting is also a central factor of the GBCA’s 
Green Star – Performance ‘Waste from Refurbishments’ 
credit. The criteria for the GBCA credit state that it is integral 
for the award of the credit that all waste removed from site is 
included in the Waste Management Report (4a). 

The Guidelines also aid in the completion of the criteria as 
density to volume conversion (4c) factors are necessary to 
use in the GBCA reporting schedule.16 It should be noted that 
asbestos or any asbestos-containing material is excluded 
from inclusion in the weights reported in the credit.17

4a. Waste Management Report Template 
The BBP Waste Management Report is a tool which outlines 
the process by which contractors and tenants can ensure 
all office stripout waste is transported and disposed of in 
accordance with the requirements of the building owner/
tenants and environmental law. This Waste Management 
Report template includes the necessary details to ensure all 
material is accounted for, whether its destination is landfill or 
recycling facilities.

Consistent use of reporting categories and waste streams 
enables comparison between projects and, in turn, 
incentivises contractors and facilities to create consistent 
reports. It can also be used, with the materials inventory 
(3e) to estimate volumes of materials at the Request For 
Quotation stage, enabling prospective bidders to price 
the job more accurately. Evidence on reported resource 
recovery may be requested by the client and subject to 
independent audit.

When reporting on waste outcomes and material recovery, 
it is important to assess the quality of the data. Therefore, 
waste management systems that cross-reference more than 
one source of information and include primary data from 
collection or disposal (and not weight/density conversions) 
are preferred. To protect data integrity, it is requested that 
facility dockets and weighbridge receipts are maintained and 
identified by material type. If required, public weighbridges 
could also be used at specialist facilities where on-site 
recording is not available. 

It will not always be possible to weigh mixed loads removed 
from the site by stream. Where actual data is not available, 
assumptions of weight/volume should be noted for the 
mixed load. 

This report should be completed regularly and summarised 
at the end of the project (4e). 

The BBP Waste Management Report provides a consistent 
framework that requires the following information to 
be reported: 

n   Waste streams

n   Materials recovered 

n   Receiving facilities (identified facility)

n   Percentage of material reused, by stream, with the 
facility’s recovery rate

n   Percentage of material recycled, by stream, with the 
facility’s recovery rate

n   Percentage of material sent to landfill, by stream, with the 
facility’s recovery rate

n   Documentary evidence of receipt at facility.

16 Reporting Criteria for Construction & Demolition Waste 
Credit – Materials Category – Green Building Council Australia 
(GBCA). (n.d.).Retrieved from www.gbca.org.au/green-star/
technical-support/materials-category/new-reporting-criteria-
for-construction-demolition-waste-credit/34797.htm

17 Reporting Criteria for Construction & Demolition Waste 
Credit – Materials Category – Green Building Council Australia 
(GBCA). (n.d.).Retrieved from www.gbca.org.au/green-star/
technical-support/materials-category/new-reporting-criteria-
for-construction-demolition-waste-credit/34797.htm
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An example of the BBP Waste Management Report template is shown below:

4b. Prioritisation of weight and 
density estimates
The Waste Management Report encourages recording 
weight for each stream separately. Weight provides 
significantly greater accuracy of waste data, especially on 
mixed materials or general waste. 

Where weight cannot be obtained, knowing the composition 
of the mixed load for collection enables contractors and 
tenants to make more informed decisions on stripout and 
consistent benchmarking over time and between sites.

Where weight or site-specific conversion factors are not 
available, the BBP recommends utilising the conversion 
factors in this document, as this approach enables like-for-
like comparison between multiple sites and with other best 
practice users.

Waste streams with lower density (such as plastics and 
cardboard) will contribute a higher portion of waste 
management costs per unit volume than those with higher 
density (such as brick and glass). There are ways to increase 
the density of material to be collected by using effective 
stacking and space management techniques. 

Total final recorded weights should be compared to 
estimates from the original materials inventory. Variances 
in excess of 20 per cent should be noted. 

Consistent reporting also benefits C&I facility owners, as 
the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting (NGER) 
Scheme requires reporting landfills to understand their 
waste composition. Over time, these reporting methods 
can eliminate a lot of the uncertainty involved with landfill 
estimations and aid in a reduced emission impact to report 
back to the Government as part of the scheme. The scheme 
has also produced guidelines to assist in measuring the 
waste received at landfill. For more information on NGER 
and how these Guidelines can give clarity to the process 
and for use for landfills and intermediaries alike, see Other 
Resources (5). 

This template, BBP Waste Management Report, can be 
found in the BBP Stripout Waste Guidelines – Resources 
Workbook (www.betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/
resource/stripout-waste-guidelines-procurement-systems-
and-reporting). The BBP envisions that reporting can be 
conducted in a more streamlined way using online tools and 
technology in future and is investigating the best method 
for this.
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4c. Density to volume conversion 
When reporting across sites and portfolios, rolling up collection streams to larger aggregate recovery streams may be required 
for consistency and benchmarking. 

The table below18 provides density-to-weight conversions for estimating waste weight from waste volume using Industry 
Density (ID) figures. 

Category Waste Material Density – kilograms per cubic metre
Low Medium Compacted

Wood Timber 156 156 156
Furniture 160 170 400
MDF 156 156 156
Posts 900 1000 1100

Insulation Insulation 60 100 350
Metal Ferrous 120 120 120

Non-ferrous 139 139 139
Plasterboard Plasterboard 227 227 227
Masonry Rubble 1048 1048 1048

Clay 1150 1150 1150
Concrete 830 830 830
Tiles 900 1500 2000
Bricks 828 828 828
Linoleum 100 150 350

Glass Glass 411 411 411
Plastic Plastic bags 39 78 156

Plastic – hard 72 72 72
Polystyrene 14 21 28
Garbage bags 87 170 348
Foam 30 30 90
Other – rubber 200 200 400

Textiles Leather (furniture) 90 100 450
E-waste Electronics 105 113 120

Whitegoods 105 113 120
Batteries 900 1000 1500
Fluorescent tubes 285 285 285

Packaging Paper 76 152 228
Cardboard – compacted dry 130 130 130
Cardboard – compacted wet 260 260 260
Cardboard – loose dry 55 55 55
Cardboard – loose wet 190 190 190
Cardboard – waxed 55 92 130

Ceiling tiles Ceiling tiles (mineral fibre) 200*
Carpet tiles Carpet tiles 300*
Hazardous  Asbestos (shredded) 360

This table, Density to Volume Conversion, can be found in the BBP Stripout Waste Guidelines – Resources Workbook  
(www.betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/resource/stripout-waste-guidelines-procurement-systems-and-reporting).

18 State Government of Victoria. (n.d.).Retrieved from www.epa.vic.gov.au/business-and-industry/lower-your-impact/ereps

*Represents materials which conversion values were obtained from external sources other than EPA Victoria’s EREP
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Criteria Details

Measurement 
and verification

Management and verification 
processes require collecting data and 
confirming the credibility of data by a 
competent person.

Contamination 
adjustment 

Material stream contamination should 
be avoided, but contamination may 
occur and will be noted at the facility 
as the stream will not comply with 
acceptance criteria. Loads rejected at 
the facility should be noted as landfill in 
the waste management report.

This table and guide, Compliance Reviews, can be found in 
the BBP Stripout Waste Guidelines – Resources Workbook 
(www.betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/resource/stripout-
waste-guidelines-procurement-systems-and-reporting).

4e. Close Out Report Template 
A close out report is needed to understand the success of an 
operation and areas for improvement. The GBCA Green Star 
credits also notes the need for cumulative waste reports, 
which summarise the total weight of construction and 
demolition waste removed from site and the total amount of 
waste contributed to landfill.19 

The BBP Close Out Report informs and provides 
stakeholders with an overview of the successes and 
challenges of the materials recovery process, and supports 
continuous improvement. It can also help with good news 
stories for Corporate Social Responsibility reporting, by 
providing a succinct source of company sustainability efforts.

The template, BBP Close Out Report, can be found in the 
BBP Stripout Waste Guidelines – Resources Workbook 
(www.betterbuildingspartnership.com.au/resource/stripout-
waste-guidelines-procurement-systems-and-reporting).

 

19 The GBCA Online Store – Green Building Council Australia 
(GBCA). (n.d.).Retrieved from www.gbca.org.au/shop

4d. Compliance reviews 
To ensure that on-site materials are being correctly managed 
and recorded, supporting documents should be retained for 
review and cross-referencing by the Head Contractor and 
Building Manager. 

The table below is a documentary evidence log. This 
resource can ensure all documents are cross-referenced so 
the destination of materials is clear. 

Documentary Evidence Log 

Primary source 
document

Details to be 
reviewed 

Secondary 
source document 
– cross-reference

e.g. Facility 
docket

e.g. facility details, 
licensing and 
classification and 
weight of material 
accepted

e.g. Records of 
material stored 
on-site

All streams reported on-site and representing more than 
2 per cent of the total materials generated by the project 
must be included in the rating process.

Below is an Evidence Criteria Datasheet. Certain documents 
hold more validity than others and clarity of destination and 
weights of materials is paramount for reducing landfill. 

Evidence Criteria Datasheet

Criteria Details

Actual Weights 
(AW)

May be gained from any of the 
following:
n   facility dockets
n   on-site scales
All weighing devices used must be 
supported by evidence of 6-monthly 
calibrations tests.

Sources of data Data sources must be independent of 
each other. Sources may include:
n   waste contractor invoice
n   automated bin readers
n   weighbridge docket

Independent 
audit

When an audit is requested, it must be 
conducted by someone independent 
of the sources of data. This will typically 
be parties independent of the head 
contractor. This option is at the client’s 
discretion, as noted in the Principle 
Requirements (2b).
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5. other resources

5a. NGER reporting
Section 5.11 of the National Greenhouse and Energy 
Reporting (Measurement) Determination in emissions 
recording of landfills states that each type of waste in a mix 
needs to be estimated on receiving. One method is “Criterion 
BBB” which determines that landfills operators can estimate 
the amount of “solid waste received in accordance with 
industry estimation practices”. 

The Guidelines encourage industry estimation practices 
such as the use of “accepted industry weighbridges, 
receipts, invoices”.

Landfills often act as storage areas for material which is 
subsequently moved onwards for recycling or biological 
treatment. When this is the case, NGER guidance suggests 
the removal of this waste from the tonnage of original 
material received. 

The Guidelines aims to produce a resource economy where 
all recoverable and recyclable elements have already been 
removed before materials are at landfill. For the landfill sites 
and reporting under the NGER Act, the Guidelines seek to 
reduce emissions and landfill use, while also reducing the 
amount of reporting legislation the landfill operators are 
required to comply with. 

Intermediaries between the stripout and landfill or recycling 
plants may also have to report under the NGER Act. 
Their liabilities will also be improved by these Guidelines, 
particularly sections on accuracy of reporting. Thus, landfill 
operators and intermediaries alike can use these Guidelines 
to support NGER reporting. 

Useful resources relating to the NGER Act:

n   The NGER Measurement Determination 2008: landfill 
information found in chapter 5, 5.5–5.11. 

n   The NGER Supplementary Guidelines: Estimating 
emissions profile at a landfill.

5b. Other waste management reports
The BBP Waste Management Report (4a) has been created 
using current industry best practice and international 
guidelines. The main resources used were:

n   Parramatta City Council’s Waste Management Plan. 

n   The Victoria State Government Sustainability 
Department’s Construction Waste Minimisation Plan

n   The Site Waste Management Plan Waste Data Form, 
available from NetRegs, a UK government website that 
partners with the Environment Agency, Environment and 
Heritage Service (EHS) and the Scottish Environment 
Protection Agency (SEPA). 

5c. Stripout and fitout guidelines  
– additional references 
n   Melbourne Market Tenancy Fit Out Guide (www.

melbournemarkets.com.au/wp-content/
uploads/2013/05/Tenancy-Fit-out-Guide-Cafe-and-
Commercial.pdf)

n   Fitout guide for commercial and retail premises in 
the Rocks

n   Waste and Resources Action Program (WRAP) 
refurbishment case studies and fact sheets (www.wrap.
org.uk/category/subject/refurbishment) and Sustainable 
procurement e-learning modules, useful for clients during 
construction and fitout works.

n   The British Government Highways Department provide 
details on a smooth transition of title and handover of site 
in their project control framework handbook

n   Alison Terry and Trivess Moore report on Buildings for 
impact of sustainable changes on building operations 
(www.academia.edu/2243869/Waste_and_sustainable_
commercial_buildings) 
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5f. Density to volume conversions
Many resources were used in collating this table, and many 
conversions are still not understood by industry. Resources 
used are as follows:

n   EPA Victoria – Environment and Resource Efficiency Plans 
(EREPs) Parramatta Council Waste Management Plan 
(www.epa.vic.gov.au/business-and-industry/lower-your-
impact/ereps)

5g. Greenhouse gas emissions from waste 
landfill calculator
Greenhouse gas emissions associated with the disposal 
of waste, more specifically C&D and C&I waste, can be 
calculated according to the equation provided by the 
Australian Government Department of the Environment on 
page 72 of National Greenhouse Accounts Factors.

5d. Stripout – specific material references
To procure detailed information on specific material types, 
the BBP referred to various resources as follows:

n   Australian National Waste Policy

n   REGYP Recycling Solutions and Fertiliser Sales

n   Plasterboard Sustainability Partnership 

n   Interface Carpets 

n   Armstrong Ceilings and Flooring

5e. GBCA Green Star
The GBCA’s Waste and Demolition Credit is referenced 
in the Guidelines. It is important to use consistent 
language and make sure sustainability reporting is aligned 
between the Guidelines and the GBCA. Information on 
the credit is found on the GBCA website (www.gbca.org.
au/green-star/technical-support/materials-category/
new-reporting-criteria-for-construction-demolition-waste-
credit/34797.htm).
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